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THE INTERVIEWER First of all lets find

out your name and where and when you were born.

MRS. LINCOLN My name is Anna Shapiro

Lincoln. was born in Warsaw Poland on December

13th 1932.

THE INTERVIEWER Were you in ghetto at

all before you escaped

MRS. LINCOLN No. We lived in Bialystok

Poland. That was that part of Poland which was

10 occupied by the Russians under the Molotov Ribbentrop

11 Pact when Germany was allied secretly with Russia.

12 THE INTERVIEWER So how did you know what

13 was going to happen Why did you decide to leave

14 MRS. LINCOLN was just few years old

15 at that time but my father was concerned. He

16 exspected of course the Germans to come in and when

17 he saw the Russians come in it occurred to him that

18 Germany and Russia would not be allied for very long

19 time.

20 Their countries and cultures were so very

21 different and he guessed that at some point it was

22 only question of time that Germany might attack

23 Russia and then the Germans would take over and he

24 suspected what could eventually happen to us so he

25 made an attempt to escape.



THE INTERVIEWER And was that successful

MRS. LINCOLN It was extremely

successful. have written book called Escape to

China and that book tells what great stratagist my

father was and what great incite he had and he

engineered our entire escape and we owe our lives to

his ingenuity and his prayers of course.

THE INTERVIEWER What did he do for

living and when did you escape

10 MRS. LINCOLN My father Victor Aaron

11 Shapiro was textile industrialist very

12 successful one. He invented type of fabric he

13 combined wool and rags in chemical and that went for

14 making uniforms for the military Polish soldiers

15 before the war and after so his factories and his

16 type of product was very much in demand in 1939.

17 Especially 1939.

18 THE INTERVIEWER Is that the year that

19 you left Poland

20 MRS. LINCOLN No we escaped to the

21 little town of Lida where my grandmother lived and

22 from there we escaped illegally to Lithuania which was

23 neutral country at that time. In Lithuania we got

24 papers from the Japanese Embassy to go to the island

25 of Curacao in the Caribbeans with stop in Japan. We



had no intentions of going to Curacao it was just

way to get out. And we left Vilyuy Lithuania as late

as December 1940. We went across Siberia by train

across the Transiberian Railroad 31 days to

Vladivostok. Then we boarded vessel to Japan and

eventually came to Shanghai China before Pearl

Harbor.

THE INTERVIEWER Amazing.

MRS. LINCOLN Yes it certainly was and

10 we were in Shanghai China very short time before

11 Japan attacked. And the Japanese occupied Shanghai

12 China and we were once again prisoners of war so to

13 speak but here my father engineered another escape.

14 He felt while the British government--

15 Shanghai had different sections it had the French

16 settlement and it had the International settlement

17 which was under the British. While the governments

18 were changing and the Japanese were taking over there

19 was great deal of confusion and he had some people

20 working there who removed our files so that nobody

21 knew that we ever existed as people. And when those

22 who had to go to the ghetto were called out we were

23 just not there the name could not be called. We

24 lived hidden for number of years in room that was

25 under other peoples names. We rented room.



And we came out of hiding when Americans

came. And we were free to move around. So our escape

was just perfect from beginning to end and my father

was always one step ahead of every situation. have

often wondered why more people had not had their

papers removed. It was so easy to do that when the

government was changing and the files were one big

mess but it had not occurred to anyone.

THE INTERVIEWER Who all escaped with you

10 and your father

11 MRS. LINCOLN Three of us my mother my

12 father and I. The rest of the family died in

13 different parts of Poland in the ghettos most of them

14 in the Warsaw ghetto.

15 THE INTERVIEWER Do you have -- have you

16 any information on how they lived there and how they

17 eventually died

18 MRS. LINCOLN Yes. Yes we do. The ones

19 in Lida were under German occupation were taken and

20 they were shot when all the people in that town were

21 shot. It was very small town. Those in Bialystok

22 some of them died. Some of them died. They were

23 placed in synagogue and the synagogue was burned.

24 Others were just shot outside.

25 One of my uncles had blond hair and blue



eyes and he was soccer hero in Poland. He passed as

Polish farmer and he was killed when the Germans

were retreating and killed the entire Polish village

so he died as Pole. He was never identified as

Jew.

And the only survivors were Temala Zelkin

and her son and they hid out in the forest as

partisons and they survived.

THE INTERVIEWER How were they related to

10 you

11 MRS. LINCOLN She was my mothers

12 sister-in--law the wife of her brother Hiram Zelkin

13 who died as Pole on that particular farm and she

14 today lives in Israel with her son. They are actually

15 the real survivors and her picture is included in my

16 book Escape to China.

17 THE INTERVIEWER What about your

18 grandparents

19 MRS. LINCOLN My grandparents died both

20 of them.

21 THE INTERVIEWER In Warsaw or-

22 MRS. LINCOLN No they died in Lida in

23 the little town of Lida where they had their house.

24 When the Germans occupied they were shot. And so was

25 my great grandfather Sharlum who lived probably in



his late 90s he would have lived to be hundred had

he not died then. remember him very fondly. He was

very successful man and he had house with probably

30 rooms and all the children occupied those rooms and

he just had one apartment of that house at that time

when he was in his 90s very strong very tall very

determined type of person. remember him.

was about six at that time when we

parted. So that is the Zelkin family. It was on my

10 mothers side. Those members who left during World

11 War went to Israel and are still there today.

12 THE INTERVIEWER Where did you go after

13 China

14 MRS. LINCOLN We stayed in China until

15 1948. Then the communists began to come in and most

16 of the people American people and also westerners

17 began to leave the orient. By 1949 China was already

18 Red and we left in 1948. We game to San Francisco.

19 My father preferred New York City. It was more of

20 business center so we came to New York City in 1949.

21 THE INTERVIEWER And did he go back into

22 the same business

23 MRS. LINCOLN No. He retired here in his

24 50s and went into the stock market and passed away

25 from cancer in his mid 50s. So he has had very



strenuous life and short one.

THE INTERVIEWER What about your mother

MRS. LINCOLN My mothers still living.

She lives in New York City. And she is in her early

70s now.

THE INTERVIEWER When you were living in

these other places did you experience any form of

anti-semitism or any bad feelings about you being

Jew

10 MRS. LINCOLN Which places

11 THE INTERVIEWER Any place outside of

12 Poland. In China

13 MRS. LINCOLN No no anti-semitism

14 whatsoever in China at all. The people are very

15 pleasant and would like to say something on behalf

16 of the Chinese people dont think there are many

17 who are grateful to the Chinese. People say We went

18 to China or We went to India and so on but

19 would formally like to say that we owe our lives to

20 the Chinese who let us in. So many countries closed

21 the doors. 20000 of us came 15000 from Germany and

22 5000 thousand came from Eastern Europe and China let

23 us in and not only that many people made business

24 and my father made quite fortune in China and that

25 was also because of the Chinese people so we really



owe everything to them. And so few people realize

that.

spoke to group of Chinese people in

Princeton New Jersey where live and one woman

brought it to my attention. She said Have you ever

thought of thanking the Chinese people you owe them

absolutely everything

And was just floored. It had not even

occurred to me. So would like at this late date to

10 say thank you to the Chinese they are wonderful

11 hospitable people and wonderful businessmen the most

12 honest in the world to this day.

13 THE INTERVIEWER What about when you were

14 in Lithuania and you said you were in Moscow for

15 awhile

16 MRS. LINCOLN Yes. When we left Poland

17 and were in Lithuania from Lithuania we took the

18 train to Moscow. At that time we had legal papers to

19 go across Siberia but that was really not definite

20 because they could remove the papers any time under

21 any pretext whatsoever and when we were on the train

22 many people were taken off the train for some reason

23 whether they were not liked or whether no real

24 reason or whether they were capitalists or whether

25 they exploited other people or maybe their workers



didnt like them.

My father was the type of person who

never experienced any kind of antisemitism

whatsoever not even in Poland. And would say that

was because he was very generous man he was an

international man and he dealt with the government

when he sold government contracts when he sold his

military goods and he was the type of person from

whom everybody benefitted so he was very very well

10 liked and think our family has actually never

11 experienced any kind of anti-semitism.

12 So raise this question that it is

13 possible not to experience it if you try to live up to

14 the best potential as human being and care for other

15 people. You minimize it greatly.

16 THE INTERVIEWER Were you frightened at

17 all as child of what might happen to you

18 MRS. LINCOLN This amazes me to this day

19 that was not. was this kind of sunny little

20 girl full of mischief played all kind of pranks and

21 my father actually used me to carry valuables across

22 the boarder.

23 And there was chapter thats called

24 Meringue Tarts where insisted on eating cakes and

25 made such mess put them all in my hair and all
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over my clothing and my father had wonderful idea

as he watched me. He took meringue and he put it on

the diamonds. Now you do it. Take meringue from

lemon meringue pie and put little bit and all your

jewels will pass as fake.

And then the diamonds were put on me and

carried little down pillow in the wintertime

small one in front and my father put all the diamonds

and we went right into the customs in Moscow and he

10 didnt ask me to do anything but looked at the

11 customs and said to him Hi and threw the

12 pillow right in his face and before he could recover

13 or say something said You and will play pillow

14 fight and he had such wonderful time with me that

15 they hurried quickly through the suitcases and the

16 suitcases were hardly even checked.

17 And this is one of many incidents which

18 as little girl -- everyone thought was so

19 adorable and so outgoing that they just let us by and

20 got away with all kind of money and all kind of

21 situations and that chapter everybody enjoys. Its

22 called The Meringue Tarts.

23 It is interesting and for me it was an

24 adventure. didnt have any fear of any kind as we

25 went across the world across the continents.
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My first governess when was born in the

west of Poland was German and that was the style in

Poland successful businessmen had German governesses

for their children and would say that she was there

until was four and she drilled me in discipline and

in athletics and perhaps would say also in

courage. was made to walk barefoot in the snow so

that would never catch cold and grew up very

healthy.

10 And would probably say that at the age

11 of and it was probably due to her type of

12 training that displayed such feats of courage

13 because the Germans did stress that.

14 And when my parents discovered that she

15 was Nazi they let her go and had Paula who was

16 Polish governess and she was dreamer and developed

17 in me most of my writing abilities which my mother

18 further developed. She was wonderful person who

19 believed in education for girls. And in the

20 bestseller review where the book was nominated as

21 potential bestseller the stress was on mother and

22 daughter relationships and can education become

23 successful in girl who is primarily interested in

24 marriage and home as was and it is interesting

25 that in my 40s picked up where my mother left off
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and now we are working together to the completion of

goal which she had dreamed so long ago and she had

lived to see this and Escape to China is my first

book. am doing draft now on the years

1948 through 1983 also novel Kiss on the South

China Sea and have number of drafts on philosophy

and psychology so you see it is worthwhile educating

girl.

Between now and the next decade or two

10 God willing if live that long will produce

11 everything that my mother sewed in me. So now there

12 is contraversy you see about girls so was able

13 to marry and have family and put emphasis on that

14 and now am completing what began so many years

15 ago

16 THE INTERVIEWER Did you have any problem

17 telling your children about your experiences as

18 child

19 MRS. LINCOLN told them to our older

20 daughter Irene who is now Princeton University

21 graduate class of 1977. She grew up on those stories

22 and had hoped that she would write the book because

23 she was an English major. And she herself published

24 book of poetry when she was very young called

25 Fantasy of Truth and she said she could never do this
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kind of story.

And when she grew up she insisted that

do it and she was really one of the major

inspirations behind the writing. Our middle child did

not understand that kind of background at all. She

became painter and scuipturer and it was difficult

for her to relate to these experiences.

And our son who is now 14 was kind of

editor for this book. He would look the book over and

10 he would say what his ideas and thoughts were. He

11 related well because was between the ages of and

12 14 and he is now 14 so he read the chapter and he

13 told me what he thought he could believe and what he

14 thought he couldnt.

15 So he played very major role in the

16 writing of it. He thought it took me forever to

17 write. It took me only three years but to child

18 that age between 11 and 14 thats lifetime and

19 was always at typewriter inaudible.

20 THE INTERVIEWER What did you write about

21 when you started writing as child

22 MRS. LINCOLN wrote poetic prose and

23 was very good in writing. had an all throughout.

24 Actually had an in every course. My mother

25 insisted that take private lessons and get an in
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subjects where wasnt strong. And so had almost

an in everything. And its today that realize

what her methods were that if we only live by our

strengths we have to fail at some point. But if we

strengthen our weaknesses we have much easier path.

So she already put into me the structure

for future success and if have such wonderful

reviews and writeups now would say that is because

she drilled me in so many situations in so many areas

10 of life besides just sitting on only my strengths and

11 avoiding the weaknesses because didnt want to have

12 them exposed.

13 Instead of that she forced me to correct

14 the areas for instance where may not be so well

15 organized she insisted on discipline and organization

16 and also strength in things didnt like to do. And

17 now am finding out that in order to succeed at

18 anything you have to do what you like and also what

19 you dont like. can see that.

20 Now my husband of course his name is

21 Adrian Lincoln and he is descendent of Abraham

22 Lincoln and he is very much great American and his

23 influence was primarily to integrate me into the

24 American society. And have been well accepted in

25 the past 30 years. was very fortunate. First it
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was my father and then my husband and so actually

could say that almost throughout my entire lifetime

had hardly ever experienced antisemitism.

And from what remember as child was

very spiritual child and was exposed very early to

the scriptures and the commandments and made every

effort to try to live by them rather than just do the

rituals and the things that are material in nature.

took the Torah very seriously and tried to do many

10 good things right from the beginning.

11 In the chapter there is story called

12 Beggar Boy. China had many beggars and was very

13 sorry for them. And took it upon myself to feed

14 them for instance and now when trace all these

15 experiences with all the good life that have had and

16 the sources from which have had are traceable to the

17 nice things that were done.

18 Now perhaps had to wait 30 years but

19 can see the nice things that did for the Chinese

20 are now they are doing for me. And the nice things

21 that did for people for instance in the article in

22 the Princeton Packet it is called Sharing the

23 Wealth on Rosedale Road where live there is

24 picture of me with plate and meatloaf. Now that

25 plate bought from dying man and overpaid for it
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because knew he was dying and wanted him to have

some extra money and the meatloaf usually make at

parties where the older people cannot chew so make

fancy meatloaf and they can chew.

It ended up that both this plate and the

meatloaf appeared in huge article that said such

lovely things about me.

Now those two objects you see were

participants in what you would call good works. And

10 all these lovely things were returned. Very few

11 people in Princeton ever had such an article done

12 about them. So even the objects you see that were

13 placed in the paper were those objects which had

14 used to do something good in life so would say if

15 you are Jewish born and if you make an attempt to

16 really live by the laws not just the hypocritical

17 but really then you can eliminate anti-semitism almost

18 entirely.

19 Most people say well neither my father

20 nor have experienced it. Very very lightly almost

21 not at all. And once socialite said to me You

22 dont have to worry about becoming entirely American.

23 She said You have the gift of loving human beings

24 portray only that. Push only that in your life and

25 when people will look at you they will see that and
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everybody will need you for something and people will

not have even the opportunity to think about

anti-semitism. That will never even enter into the

picture.t

So made very very great effort to see

what it is that the other person needed and in some

way try to help them. And by doing that so many

wonderful things happened. have had such very

lovely life.

10 THE INTERVIEWER You said you had some

11 relatives in Israel. What do you think about Israel

12 or do you have any feelings about it one way or the

13 other

14 MRS. LINCOLN think it is important to

15 have country of your own so that the rest of the

16 world will respect. And think that fulfills very

17 important moment in history that the Jews will go on

18 forever and that the promised land that God promised

19 was given back in time and it was given back after so

20 much blood was shed. It was such great sacrifice.

21 think it was meant to be.

22 also think that God intends the Jewish

23 people to last forever and ever and that they will

24 continue for thousands and thousands of years and he

25 has his hand on the people. He picks the remnants to
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exist forever and ever. That is very clear to me.

Even those who have assimilated to great degree the

four or five children one child for some reason all

of sudden backtracks.

have watched that happen. They must

remain. And forever and ever according to the laws of

Moses thatts something that really believe. It is

something thats mystery that we really cannot

analyze and what is two thousand years in history is

10 perhaps one day for God is perhaps another element

11 another way of dealing with time.

12 We think it is long but maybe in the type

13 of universal pattern of life it isnt long. He had

14 year when the country would be and the people

15 sinned in the Old Testament you can look back and

16 they are no different today you see it everywhere.

17 THE INTERVIEWER Is there anything else

18 that you want to add that we havent covered

19 MRS. LINCOLN would say that people

20 have common denominator and that God is one and

21 usually like to include into Judaism an expansion of

22 faith not just for the Jewish people but for all

23 people and to spread Godliness because have always

24 remembered one statement from the Torah that if

25 human being any human being has some kind of idea
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that will benefit others will benefit mankind and

they do the best they can to fulfill that idea that

they dont have to worry about the completion that

God himself will come down from the heavens and

complete the act. That is an English translation of

passage from the Torah and have tried to live that

way not always successfully but make human

attempt to live at least in the gray zone of

life rather than in the black which is the evil and

10 anything that human being does can never be white

11 because we are human. But we should make an attempt

12 to move closer to the holy way and it applies to all

13 of humanity. am very universally minded.

14 THE INTERVIEWER One last question Why

15 did you come to this conference

16 MRS. LINCOLN came to this conference

17 to remember. It is rather strange that wrote this

18 book 40 years later. could have done it 20 years

19 ago or 15 years ago. It just so happened wrote

20 Escape to China and just at this time this gathering

21 also occurs and heres the book and the gathering and

22 wanted to come back and wanted to remember and

23 wanted to see how it was then and how it was now

24 partly just curiosity partly just to make myself once

25 again affiliated with the Jewish stream of humanity.
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Even though am so universally minded and

am opposed to the view that Jewish things must only

be Jewish and that you should not extend it to other

nationalities that you should be clannish and you

should be cliquish go about that talk about

Judaism all over the place and there are many people

who have never spoken to Jew and dont even know

what Jew is. And they have been very much

influenced by the things that have said and think

10 that probably hundreds if not thousands of people

11 over the last 30 years have come really to like Jews

12 in general and even read their books because they have

13 known me.

14 The personal contact is very important in

15 life. You dont like what you dont know what you

16 are afraid.

17 Once you know someone and am very

18 public person. give many parties and do programs

19 so that have very large exposure to many groups of

20 people. This is in one way that think am

21 contributing to peace.

22

23

24

25


